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“The” British Almanac ... Containing the Calendar of Remarkable Days and Terms ... Remarks on the Weather ... Astronomical Facts and

Phenomena ... A compendious geographical dictionary, containing a concise description of the most remarkable places ... The third edition,

etc The Earth: Its Physical Condition and Most Remarkable Phenomena A Compendious Geographical Dictionary, Containing, a Concise

Description of the Most Remarkable Places, Ancient and Modern, in Europe, Asia, Africa, & America, ... Mān-hu. Popular Illustrations of

Some Remarkable Events Recorded in the Old Testament The Old Testament Illustrated: Being Explications of Remarkable Facts and

Passages in the Jewish Scriptures, which Have Been Objected to by Unbelievers ... in a Series of Lectures, Etc The New Tablet of

Memory; Or, Chronicle of Remarkable Events; with the Dates of Inventions and Discoveries in the Arts and Sciences; and Biographical

Notices, Etc. [With Plates.] Rosetta: The Remarkable Story of Europe's Comet Explorer Chronology of Public Events and Remarkable

Occurrences within the last fifty years; or, from 1771 to 1821, etc. [With a folding chart.] A Clear and Remarkable Display of the

condescension, love and faithfulness of God, in the spiritual experiences of Mary Somervel etc Genealogical tables of the deities, princes,

heroes, and remarkable personages, of the Hindus, with an intr. and index, by F. Hamilton Remarkable Ruins An Index to the Remarkable

Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakspeare The Lives and Most Remarkable Maxims of the Antient Philosophers. [Translated from

Fénelon's Abrégé Des Vies Des Anciens Philosophes.] An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words Remarkable Characters and
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Places of the Holy Land An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakespeare An Index to the Remarkable

Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakspeare; Calculated to Point Out the Different Meanings to which the Words are Applied. By the

Rev. Samuel Auscough .. Two Remarkable Paradoxes The Remarkable Adventures of Tom Scatterhorn: The Museum Secret The Lives

and Most Remarkable Maxims of the Antient Philosophers The Most Remarkable Types, Figures, and Allegories of the Old Testament The

Life and Remarkable Conversion of T. Bennett, Etc. [Written by Himself.] An Account of the Most Remarkable Places and Curiosities in

Spain and Portugal Celebrated Trials and Remarkable Cases of Criminal Jurisprudence from the Earliest Records to the Year 1825 Kirby's

Wonderful and Eccentric Museum; Or, Magazine of Remarkable Characters. Including All the Curiosities of Nature and Art, from the

Remotest Period to the Present Time, Drawn from Every Authentic Source. Illustrated with One Hundred and Twenty-four Engravings.

Chiefly Taken from Rare and Curious Prints Or Original Drawings Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea; Narratives of the Most Remarkable

Wrecks, Conflagrations, Mutinies, &c. Comprising "The Loss of the Wager," "Mutiny of the Bounty," and Several Others The Curious

Traveller. Being a Choice Collection of Very Remarkable Histories, Voyages, Travels, ... Digested Into Familiar Letters and Conversations,

Etc Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts The Sun and the Moon The Fellow Commoner, Or, Remarkable Escapes of a Predestinated

Rogue Middlemarsh: The Hopkins River, Kindred Wetlands and Remarkable People A Chronological Record: Containing the Remarkable

Events from the Creation of the World to the Present Time ... Curiosities and Remarkable Customs in Pagan and Mohammedan Countries

The History of the Holy Bible, Comprising the Most Remarkable Events in the Old and New Testaments, Interspersed with Moral and

Instructive Reflections, Chiefly Taken from the Holy Fathers ... Atlas Japannensis: Being Remarkable Addresses by Way of Embassy ...

from the East-India Company ... to the Emperor of Japan Interesting and Authentic Narratives of the Most Remarkable Shipwrecks, Fires,

Famines, Calamities, Providential Deliverances, and Lamentable Disasters on the Seas, in Most Parts of the World Some Remarkable

Passages of the Life and Death of Mr. Alexander Peden The Sacred Tableaux; Or, Remarkable Incidents in the Old and New Testament
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The manners and customs of all nations; also, remarkable biographies, histories, sects &c



“The” British Almanac ... Containing the Calendar of Remarkable Days and Terms ... Remarks

on the Weather ... Astronomical Facts and Phenomena ... 1828

in 2014 rosetta became the first mission to orbit a comet and to deploy a lander onto its surface this is the story of esa s pioneering comet

explorer following the mission from its initial inception to its historic touchdown read along as the rosetta orbiter and its lander philae evolve

over the years overcoming early mission hurdles before embarking on their one way decade long voyage to a comet see how the saga then

culminates with rosetta and philae at last unveiling their icy target and achieving an unprecedented touchdown on its surface award winning

space writer peter bond takes us behind the scenes of this historic endeavor sharing insights from the international team of scientists and

engineers who made the mission possible describing the remarkable technology that they created and delving into the treasure trove of

scientific discoveries that followed recounting in vivid detail the inner workings of rosetta this book is a celebration of the mission that has

left a lasting impact on planetary science and space exploration

A compendious geographical dictionary, containing a concise description of the most

remarkable places ... The third edition, etc 1804

tom is back at the scatterhorn museum looking forward to spending some time there while his parents are away on one of their adventures

but an unexpected visitor called pearl smoot throws everything into disarray when she arrives with an incredible story she says tom s old

enemy don gervase askary has taken her father and brother and what s more she claims he has tom s parents too together tom and pearl

set out on a perilous journey to rescue their families a journey that will take them in and out of time to exotic foreign lands and finally into



the secret hidden world of scarazand stronghold of the terrifying don gervase himself it s non stop action in this breathtaking sequel to the

first fantastic tom scatterhorn book the museum s secret

The Earth: Its Physical Condition and Most Remarkable Phenomena 1856

an extraordinary and beautifully illustrated exploration of the medieval world through twelve manuscripts from one of the world s leading

experts winner of the wolfson history prize and the duff cooper prize a san francisco chronicle holiday book gift guide pick meetings with

remarkable manuscripts is a captivating examination of twelve illuminated manuscripts from the medieval period noted authority christopher

de hamel invites the reader into intimate conversations with these texts to explore what they tell us about nearly a thousand years of

medieval history and about the modern world too in so doing de hamel introduces us to kings queens saints scribes artists librarians thieves

dealers and collectors he traces the elaborate journeys that these exceptionally precious artifacts have made through time and shows us

how they have been copied how they have been embroiled in politics how they have been regarded as objects of supreme beauty and as

symbols of national identity and who has owned them or lusted after them and how we can tell from the earliest book in medieval england

to the incomparable book of kells to the oldest manuscript of the canterbury tales these encounters tell a narrative of intellectual culture and

art over the course of a millennium two of the manuscripts visited are now in libraries of north america the morgan library in new york and

the getty museum in los angeles part travel book part detective story part conversation with the reader meetings with remarkable

manuscripts allows us to experience some of the greatest works of art in our culture to give us a different perspective on history and on

how we come by knowledge



A Compendious Geographical Dictionary, Containing, a Concise Description of the Most

Remarkable Places, Ancient and Modern, in Europe, Asia, Africa, & America, ... 1795

on august 26 1835 a fledgling newspaper called thesunbrought to new york the first accounts of remarkable lunar discoveries a series of six

articles reported the existence of life on the moon including unicorns beavers that walked on their hind legs and four foot tall flying man

bats in a matter of weeks it was the most broadly circulated newspaper story of the era and thesun a working class upstart became the

most widely read paper in the world an exhilarating narrative history of a divided city on the cusp of greatness and tale of a crew of writers

editors and charlatans who stumbled on a new kind of journalism the sun and the moontells the surprisingly true story of the penny papers

that made america a nation of newspaper readers

Mān-hu. Popular Illustrations of Some Remarkable Events Recorded in the Old Testament

1861

one book leads to another one book grows out of another one book flows out of others flowing is a fitting figure for a book about a river

creeks wetlands and water the present volume grew out of a brief discussion of two paintings of wetlands in mid western victoria by the

nineteenth century colonial landscape painter eugene von guérard this discussion was part of a chapter on wetlands in australian painting

and photography giblett 2020a it was included in john ryan s and li chen s edited collection australian wetland cultures ryan and chen eds

2020 i also contributed a chapter to this volume on aboriginal wetland cultures their sacral water beings and their refraction in rainbow

serpent anthropology and rainbow spirit theology giblett 2020e i take up and develop this discussion in the present volume in relation to



particular aboriginal peoples and places in mid western victoria their practices of wetland cultures and their stories about and images of

them including the rainbow serpent contents introduction to the hopkins river its basin people and places 13 chapter 1 the cast of

characters and a companion of a captain of conservation 35 chapter 2 where the river rises the upper hopkins its creeks and lake bolac 57

chapter 3 wetlands of australia felix between the grampians and the upper hopkins 77 chapter 4 a ramble along the river through colonial

places on the middle hopkins 103 chapter 5 people and place of hissing swan wetlands on the middle hopkins 125 chapter 6 framlingham

and hopkins falls aboriginal places and people on the lower hopkins 147 chapter 7 where the river meets the sea the hopkins estuary 167

The Old Testament Illustrated: Being Explications of Remarkable Facts and Passages in the

Jewish Scriptures, which Have Been Objected to by Unbelievers ... in a Series of Lectures, Etc

1805

The New Tablet of Memory; Or, Chronicle of Remarkable Events; with the Dates of Inventions

and Discoveries in the Arts and Sciences; and Biographical Notices, Etc. [With Plates.] 1841

Rosetta: The Remarkable Story of Europe's Comet Explorer 2020-12-17



Chronology of Public Events and Remarkable Occurrences within the last fifty years; or, from

1771 to 1821, etc. [With a folding chart.] 1821

A Clear and Remarkable Display of the condescension, love and faithfulness of God, in the

spiritual experiences of Mary Somervel etc 1782

Genealogical tables of the deities, princes, heroes, and remarkable personages, of the Hindus,

with an intr. and index, by F. Hamilton 1819

Remarkable Ruins 1788

An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakspeare 1790



The Lives and Most Remarkable Maxims of the Antient Philosophers. [Translated from

Fénelon's Abrégé Des Vies Des Anciens Philosophes.] 1726

An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words 1791

Remarkable Characters and Places of the Holy Land 1867

An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakespeare 1790

An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakspeare; Calculated to

Point Out the Different Meanings to which the Words are Applied. By the Rev. Samuel

Auscough .. 1790



Two Remarkable Paradoxes 1681

The Remarkable Adventures of Tom Scatterhorn: The Museum Secret 2011-11-03

The Lives and Most Remarkable Maxims of the Antient Philosophers 1728

The Most Remarkable Types, Figures, and Allegories of the Old Testament 1803

The Life and Remarkable Conversion of T. Bennett, Etc. [Written by Himself.] 1796

An Account of the Most Remarkable Places and Curiosities in Spain and Portugal 1749

Celebrated Trials and Remarkable Cases of Criminal Jurisprudence from the Earliest Records



to the Year 1825 1825

Kirby's Wonderful and Eccentric Museum; Or, Magazine of Remarkable Characters. Including

All the Curiosities of Nature and Art, from the Remotest Period to the Present Time, Drawn

from Every Authentic Source. Illustrated with One Hundred and Twenty-four Engravings.

Chiefly Taken from Rare and Curious Prints Or Original Drawings 1820

Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea; Narratives of the Most Remarkable Wrecks, Conflagrations,

Mutinies, &c. Comprising "The Loss of the Wager," "Mutiny of the Bounty," and Several

Others 1846

The Curious Traveller. Being a Choice Collection of Very Remarkable Histories, Voyages,



Travels, ... Digested Into Familiar Letters and Conversations, Etc 1742

Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts 2017-10-24

The Sun and the Moon 2010-05

The Fellow Commoner, Or, Remarkable Escapes of a Predestinated Rogue 1838

Middlemarsh: The Hopkins River, Kindred Wetlands and Remarkable People 2023-04-12

A Chronological Record: Containing the Remarkable Events from the Creation of the World to

the Present Time ... 1865



Curiosities and Remarkable Customs in Pagan and Mohammedan Countries 1848

The History of the Holy Bible, Comprising the Most Remarkable Events in the Old and New

Testaments, Interspersed with Moral and Instructive Reflections, Chiefly Taken from the Holy

Fathers ... 1862

Atlas Japannensis: Being Remarkable Addresses by Way of Embassy ... from the East-India

Company ... to the Emperor of Japan 1670

Interesting and Authentic Narratives of the Most Remarkable Shipwrecks, Fires, Famines,

Calamities, Providential Deliverances, and Lamentable Disasters on the Seas, in Most Parts

of the World 1836



Some Remarkable Passages of the Life and Death of Mr. Alexander Peden 1815

The Sacred Tableaux; Or, Remarkable Incidents in the Old and New Testament 1848

The manners and customs of all nations; also, remarkable biographies, histories, sects &c

1827
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